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The Home on
Camino Sin Nombre:
Contemporary Luxury
Has a Name
written by David M. Brown

A home whose scale is commensurate with your lifestyle,
incorporating the highest level of design, materials, appliances,
fixtures and finishes: A 12,100-square-foot masterpiece in
Paradise Valley, 3700 E. Camino Sin Nombre, is ready for
you to complete and enjoy.
On a private 1.72-acre corner lot, the Modern Desert
Contemporary custom has been optimally sited for unobstructed views of landmark Camelback Mountain and
Piestewa Peak and is minutes from the dining, shopping,
recreational and cultural assets of Scottsdale, Paradise Valley
and Phoenix. Sky Harbor International Airport is 20 minutes
south, and there are several private and municipal airports
in close proximity.
With six-bedrooms and six full and three half bathrooms, the
single-level includes an independent guest wing comprising
a bedroom, living room, kitchen, bathroom and laundry.
The automotive fan will enjoy the 2,000-square-foot doubleheight garage, which has six spaces; with stowing lifts added,
this capacity doubles. Offering ample cabinetry, storage

and workspace, the garage directly accesses the main living
quarters. For those with larger car collections, more bays
can be added on the adjacent land.
Four years in design and construction by the owner, the
Camino Sin Nombre home is just months short of completion, allowing you the opportunity to customize it to
your needs.
“The new owners can personalize the home or it can be
completed following the existing specifications in a fraction
of the time it would take to design and build,” says Frank
Aazami, principal of the Private Client Group, Russ Lyon
Sotheby’s International Realty, Scottsdale. His associate
Realtor®, Dinesh Wilson, is co-listing the property.
“You will save money that you’d have to spend to build a
masterpiece like this –– to capture the views, to create its
unique floor plan and the organic touch of its structural
components,” he adds. “You can come in now with your
interior expert and finish and furnish it to your taste. This
is a great opportunity for a lucky buyer.”

